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On vrproducts of commutative automata 
By F . GECSEG 
The aim of this paper is to show the existence of commutative automata such 
that each of them forms a homomorphically complete system with respect to the vx-
product in the class of all commutative automata. 
By an automaton we mean a system A—(X, A'S), where Z i s a nonvoid finite 
set of input signals, A is a nonvoid finite set of states, and 5: AXX-+A is the transi-
tion function. The automaton A is commutative if d(a, xy) = S(a, yx) holds for arbi-
trary a£A and x,y£X. (The transition S(a,p) (a£A,p£X*) is defined by S(a,e) = 
=a and 5(a, qx)=S(5(a, q), x ) (a£A, q£X*, x£X), where X* is the set of all finite 
words over X and e denotes the empty word.) 
Since automata can be considered unary algebras (cf. for instance [5]) the con-
cept of a subautomaton of an automaton, and those of isomorphism and homo-
morphism of automata can be defined in a natural way. 
Let Ai = (Xi, Ah ¿¡) (/ = 1, ..., k) be a system of automata, X a nonvoid finite 
set and <p: A1X...XAkXX->-X1X...XXk a function. Take the automaton A = 
= (X,A,6) given by A — A1X-..XAk and ¿((a l5 ..., ak), x)= ( < 5 ^ , x j , ... 
k(ak,xk)) ((«!, ..., ak)eA, x£X), where (xlt ..., xk) = cp(a1, ..., ak, x) = 
= (<p1(a1, ..., ak, x), ...,(pk(a1, ...,ak,x)). Then A is called the product of A l s ...,Ak 
with respect to X and (p, and we denote it by 
II At[X, q>]. ¡=i 
Consider the above product A, and take a non-negative integer i. We say that A 
is an otj-product if for every t (l^t^k), <p, is independent of its jth component 
(1 whenever t^j+i. Moreover, if for all t (=1 , ...,k), (a1, ...,ak)£A and 
x£X, <pt{ai, ...,ak,x) may depend on x only then A is a quasi-direct product. 
Again take the product A above. Moreover, let v: Nk-~ty(Nk) be a mapping, 
where Nk is the set of the first k positive integers and ^ is the powerset-operator. If i 
is a non-negative integer such that for every t£Nk, |v(i) |^/ ' and <p, is independent 
of its y'th component (1 ̂ j ^ k ) whenever y'(£v(/) then A is called a v¡-product (see 
[1]). If A 1 = . . . = A t = B then A is a vrpower of B. Moreover, in (p, we shall indicate 
only those variables>on which it may depend. Finally, for the v ;-product A we shall 
use the notation 
A = ¿ A , v ] , 
t=I 
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Let JT be a class of automata. Then 
H ( J f ) : homomorphic images of automata from 3C. 
S ( J f ) : subautomata of automata from Jif. 
Q ( J f ) : quasi-direct products of automata from J f . 
PV((JT): v rproducts of automata from J f . 
For every prime number p consider the automata AP=(XP, Ap, 5P), where 
Xp={x0,x1, ..^Xp.x}, Ap={0,\, ...,p-\) and 5p(i, Xj)=i(&pj, where 0 
and ©p denotes the modulo p addition. Obviously, each Ap is a commutative auto-
maton. 
We are now ready to state and prove the following 
Theorem. For an arbitrary commutative automaton A and for every prime 
number p the inclusion A£HSPVl({Ap}) holds. 
Proof. For every prime number p and every positive integer n take the automa-
ton B ( p < n ) =(X, B(P:n), d(Pin)) with X={x,y}, 5 (p>n) = {0, 1, . . . , / r - l } , 
<5(P,„)('", x)=idBp, 1 and S(Pyn)(i, y)=i ( /=0 ,1 , ...,p"-l). Moreover, for every 
natural number n let E„=({x, y}, {0, 1, ...,«}, <5„) be the n+1 state elevator, that is the 
automaton with <5„ (/, y)=i (/=0, ..., n) an d 
i ' i + 1 if 
if i - n. 
Denote by J f the class of all B(Pjn) and E„. In [3] it is shown that H S Q ( J f ) is the class 
of all commutative automata. Since every quasi-direct product of vf-products of 
automata is isomorphic to a Vj -product of the same automata in order to prove our 
theorem it is enough to show that for arbitrary prime numbers p, q and positive integer 
n the inclusions B(,jn)£HSPVl({Ap}) and E„£HSPVl({Ap}) hold. We start with the 
proof of B(?i„)£HSPVl({Ap}). Let us fix/>, q and n. We distinguish the following two 
cases. 
Case 1. p^q. Then q" divides pm — 1 for some wj>0. (We may also assume 
that m > 1.) Therefore, it is sufficient to show the existence of a vx-power B = 
=(X, B, 8) of Ap such that B contains a subautomaton which is a cycle of length 
pm — 1 under x, and y induces the identity mapping of this subautomaton. 
Let B ^ Z , B, ¿)=(ApX...XA.p)[X, cp, v] be the vx-product, where for every 
/£{1, ...,pm-\) 
p m —1 times 
f l - l 1 if i > 1, 
p m - l if 1 = 1, 
I 
and for arbitrary /£{1, ...,pm-1} and /£{0, . . . , />-1} 
(Xj if z = 
Z ) = U if z = 
Z  X, 
y-
Take a b=(b1, b2, •••, bp™L^) from B. Then, by the definition of B, we obviously 
h a v e S(b,x)=(b1®pbpm_1, b2®p bx, ..., ¿y-i©p bpm_2). 
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In the rest of the paper all multiplications of integers, and all the binomial coef-
ficients H(k' / ) i ) a r e t a ' c e n m °dulo p. Moreover, © and 0 will stand for 
the modulo p addition and modulo p substraction, respectivelly. Finally, we denote 
pm-1 by t. 
One can easily show, by induction on k, that 
if 1 S .k<t , and 
5№.*,) = (((o)©(i)) ^ © ( i ( 2 ) ^ - 1 ® - ® ( i - l ) b*> 
((o)©(!)) b«©(i) ^©(i)6»©^) b ' - i®-®(r- i ) b*>... 
' "' ( ( o ) ® (/)) ^ ' © ( l ) ^ '-1® •••©[?—l) • 
We would like to find a b such that 5(b, ^)=?£> holds, i.e., 
((o) + (!)) 6'®(l) ^ - i®^) *.-.©•••©(,-1) 61 = b, 
holds. Let us consider (*) a system of equations over the prime field {0,1, ...,/> —1} 
with modulo p addition and modulo p multiplication, where b1, 
b2, ..., bt are un-
knowns. Add (modulo p) ( — t o both sides of the Z"1 equation in (*) for every i 
(=1 , ..., t). Then we get the linear homogeneous system of equations 
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Using the congruence (mod/?) ( 1 S / ^ / ) , one can easily show that 
for every / ( = 0 , 1, . . . , / — 1), ( / ] = ! (mod/?) if lis even, and (mod/?) if / 
is odd. (Therefore, the determinant of (**) is 0, consequently (**) has a nontrivial 
solution.) It can be seen immediately that f>i=l , b2 = l, b3=0, ..., b,=0 is a solu-
tion of (**). Moreover, by the construction of B, the states b, <5(6, x), ..., 5(b, x J _ 1 ) 
are pairwise distinct, that is they form a cycle of length t {=pm — 1) under x. 
Case 2. p—q. We now show the existence of a v^power B — ( X , B , 8) of Ap 
such that B contains a subautomaton which is a cycle of length p" under x, and y 
induces the identity mapping on this subautomaton. 
Let B=(.Jf, B, ¿)=(ApX...XAp)[ JY, <p, v] be the -product given in the follow-
p" times 
ing way. For every /'6{I, . . . ,p") 
•1 if / > 1 , 
10 if i = 1, 
and for arbitrary /€{2, ...,/>"} and /€{0, . . . ,p — 1} 
if Z = X , 
(pi 5 i O ' ' 2 M * 0 if z = , , 
moreover, <pi(x) = <p1(y) = xii. 
Take the state b=( 1, 0, ..., 0) of B. One can prove easily, by induction on k, 
that for every k ( = 1, ...,/>" —1) 
Therefore 
W . * * > = ( ( S ) . ( i ) 0 , o , . . . , o ) . 
«̂ -((SMfl (/•))• 
As it has been noted, for every k (=1, . . . , /»" — 1), ^ j = 0 (modp) . Thus 6{b, x?')=b 
showing that the states b, 5(b, x), ..., 5(b, x p" _ 1) form a desired cycle. 
To prove that for arbitrary natural number n and prime number p the inclusion 
E„6HSPVl({Ap}) holds take the automaton 
B = (X, B, 5) = (A pX.. . XAg) [X, <p, v] 
^ p" times 
defined in the same way as in Case 2 with the following exceptions: v(l)=/>" and 
<Pi(J> x)=xpQj (j=0, ...,p-1). Again take ¿ = ( 1 , 0, ..., 0). Then, like in Case 2, 
for every Jfc(=l, ...,pn — 1) 
= (f) (i),o....,o). 
Therefore 
S(b,xn = ( 0 , 0 , . . . , 0 ) 
# 
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showing that the states b,5(b,x), ..., 8(b, xpn) form a pn + \ state elevator. Since 
p">n this ends the proof of the Theorem. 
Remark. It follows from Theorem 3 in [4] that there exists no finite system 
of automata which is homomorphically complete with respect to the o^-product in 
the class of all commutative automata. Thus, by the Theorem above, in this respect 
the vx-product is more powerful than the a1 -product. (By the Theorem in [2], the vx-
product is not stronger than any of the af-products if />1 . ) 
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